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Abstract: With the advent of the Internet-of-Things (IoT), end-devices have been served as sensors,
gateways, or local storage equipment. Due to their scarce resource capability, cloud-based computing
is currently a necessary companion. However, raw data collected at devices should be uploaded
to a cloud server, taking a significantly large amount of network bandwidth. In this paper,
we propose an on-demand computation offloading architecture in fog networks, by soliciting available
resources from nearby edge devices and distributing a suitable amount of computation tasks to them.
The proposed architecture aims to finish a necessary computation job within a distinct deadline
with a reduced network overhead. Our work consists of three elements: (1) resource provider
network formation by classifying nodes into stem or leaf depending on network stability, (2) task
allocation based on each node’s resource availability and soliciting status, and (3) task redistribution in
preparation for possible network and computation losses. Simulation-driven validation in the iFogSim
simulator demonstrates that our work achieves a high task completion rate within a designated
deadline, while drastically reducing unnecessary network overhead, by selecting only some effective
edge devices as computation delegates via locally networked computation.

Keywords: computation offloading; in-network resource allocation; fog networks; edge computing

1. Introduction

With a recent advance in information technology, sensors and consumer devices have become
connected with each other via Internet-of-Things (IoT) to provide intelligent applications based on data
driven decisions. Various IoT applications such as smart homes and connected cars are actively being
developed by collecting various data in local sites and performing intensive pattern analysis. In general,
however, IoT devices have too limited resources in terms of computation, storage, and networking
capabilities to satisfy the requirement of those applications that need massive data processing.

To bridge the gap between utility and constraint on IoT applications, cloud computing [1] is a
way to flexibly provide resources in need through powerful virtual servers connected in the network.
Although cloud computing has been an easy-to-use solution with IoT, the innate centralized approach
has critical limitations of high network bandwidth usage and large delay for continuously uploading a
large bulk of raw data collected at sensors.

The paradigm of fog networking [2–6] brings computation and storage services to the network
edge devices. A fog network is formed with locally connected edge devices that can perform a certain
task computation in a collaborative manner. However, due to the volatile wireless connectivity and
mobility nature, flexible yet reliable resource provisioning and management is a key challenge for its
successful evolution.
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Previous endeavours focus on establishing a stable fog network, or configuring and mapping
resources to participating nodes [7]. In particular, the problem of constructing on-demand ad hoc
networks has been studied in the ad hoc network community by selecting some selected high
performance nodes as spine nodes that lie in crucial transmission paths to effectively connect
other parts [8], or by constructing a network cluster considering dynamic node environments [9,10].
However, a reliable network construction is not tightly coupled with resource provisioning. A more
resource-specific network formation topic is not well studied in the context of computation offloading.

Regarding computation offloading, several computation offloading models with memory
replication [11], a game-theoretic approach [12], or a convex optimization formulation [13] are
proposed [14]. However, these approaches do not explicitly consider a critical aspect of how to
form an on-demand resource provider network in an ad hoc manner.

In this paper, we propose a computation offloading architecture that embeds two essential
components of resource provider network construction and flexible resource provisioning coupled in a
framework. A host node that needs additional computation resources beyond itself finds available
nodes in a progressive fashion and forms an on-demand local resource provider network. At the
same time, as long as a node joins the network, its parent node decides to allocate a suitable amount
of jobs to compute into the node based on its processing capability relative to its sibling nodes
and link quality with the parent node. In case of losing either a parent node or a child node,
task redistribution and parent re-selection are followed in a reconfiguration process. In this way,
the framework accomplishes on-demand computation job processing using nearby edge devices
within a distinct deadline, with high fidelity.

The contributions of this paper are three-fold: (1) This work designs both network construction
and resource provisioning for distributed computation offloading over edge devices; (2) To cope
with unexpected network and resource dynamics, a flexible distributed task redistribution is
built; (3) In order to guarantee a certain level of quality of service with a certain time constraint,
our framework progressively accommodates a suitable number of edge devices to compensate for the
scarcity of computation resources on the device side by forming a connected resource pool.

2. Related Work

Edge devices that can support the ad hoc resource sharing in the fog network architecture tend to
have relatively limited capability compared to cloud systems [15]. Since those devices use a wireless
medium for communication, network connection is volatile, and data delivery is not guaranteed.

To deal with the volatile network challenge, various approaches are proposed by assorting
connection-wise stable nodes. The spine routing structure [8] selects a stable spine node as a virtual
backbone for ad hoc networks so that network routes are discovered and maintained via a way
of connecting two adjacent spine-based sub-networks. Particularly for dynamic mobile networks,
some distributed weighted cluster-based algorithms [10,16,17] choose some crucial cluster heads
by calculating a weight measure based on a node’s state information and its link status with the
surrounding neighbor nodes. However, these approaches focus only on network construction, lacking
the computation resource aspect.

To take into account resource sharing, as well as network routing in the distributed network
context, the resource sharing in storage has widely been investigated in the peer-to-peer (P2P) networks.
By constructing a virtual abstract overlay layer of complex network systems, resources (e.g., file, content
streaming) can be shared in a decentralized manner through overlay routing [18]. Structured P2P
approaches of Chord [19], CAN [20], Pastry [21], and Tapestry [22] have a logarithmic hashing-based
lookup and routing performance in a relatively stable topology. Unstructured P2P overlays such
as Freenet [23] and Gnutella [24] have been proposed for a more dynamic topology. However,
these approaches suffer from high communication overhead in resource discovery based on flooding.
Thus, in wireless mobile networks where dynamicity is even more severe due to node movement
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and wireless medium itself, these P2P-based approaches mostly for storage resource sharing can not
directly be migrated to computation offloading in practice.

In the field of mobile edge computing (MEC), a task offloading algorithm using a wireless
network has been proposed to overcome the resource limitation at the device itself. Chen et al. [25]
has proposed an efficient task offloading algorithm to limited access points (APs) for multiple mobile
users. Some algorithms [26,27] attempt to efficiently offload tasks to an MEC server considering the
efficiency of transmission power and computing intensity. However, the previous studies constrain
themselves on some selected computing devices such as MEC servers and APs still in a somewhat
centralized manner where resource at the devices is not limited.

The multi-tier communication network is another task offloading approach designed to use
resources efficiently in IoT devices [28]. Previous studies have used a heuristic structure by adjusting
the cell size depending on different transmission power to efficiently distribute tasks by placing them
into two computing layers at local and remote MEC servers [27]. However, these studies do not take
into account time constraints and network dynamics due to node mobility.

This work provides a computation offload architecture that supports on-demand lightweight
local network formation for resource discovery and dynamic task allocation under a continuously
changing topology.

3. System Model

We address the problem of computation offloading in a distributed computing environment.
In case that a device temporarily suffers from computation resource scarcity with a certain time period
in the near future, we consider decomposing one complete task into a sequence of discrete sub-tasks
that can be computed by nearby available edge devices. The processed results after being computed by
the edge devices need to be delivered to the original requested device within a given distinct deadline.

We assume that a task can be decomposed into several unit tasks that are mutually exclusive.
Each edge device is designed to communicate using the same wireless radio interface (e.g., 802.11,
802.15.4, or Bluetooth). Edge devices are willing to join the resource sharing for the computation
offloading framework without considering incentives. Designing a suitable incentive mechanism is
orthogonal to this work and is not considered in the paper. We consider a practical scenario that some
devices retain mobility to move around the network, lacking stable connectivity to neighbor devices.

To tackle the problem, we design a framework to form a resource provider network, and distribute
and compute unit tasks on behalf of the original requested device. In preparation for various procedure
failures that can occur from erratic network or computation resource situations, the framework embeds
the following reconfiguration as a make-up stage. Insufficient computation resources are additionally
recruited from already participating devices with additional resources or newly found ones.

Our framework aims to complete the computation of a task of which several unit tasks are
assigned to nearby edge devices within a designated time limit with a low task loss rate and marginal
network overhead in a dynamic network environment. Our work consists of three key components:
(1) network formation, (2) task distribution, and (3) reconfiguration in a fog network as in Figure 1.

(1) Network Formation: We form an on-demand resource provider network by nearby devices
that can voluntarily lend some amount of computation resource in a certain period of time. A resource
requestor node that needs computation services sends a network join request to all neighboring nodes
that can be connected within a few hops and configures a network consisting of the nodes that have
responded. This process continues until sufficient resources are gathered.
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Figure 1. Computation offloading system framework consisting of network formation, task distribution,
and reconfiguration.

We classify all the participating nodes in the resource provider network into two types: host
nodes and provider nodes. The host node (HN) is the principal object of managing task allocation,
which requests its required computation resource to nearby edge devices. Upon receiving the request
from HN, the edge devices that agree to provide parts of their own computation resource and decide
to participate in the resource provider network are called provider nodes (PNs). The PN node is further
divided into stable PN node as stem PN and volatile PN node as leaf PN depending on connectivity
volatility relative to its surrounding network devices. We aim to construct a reliable yet agile network
tree structure to support the resource discovery, task distribution, and computation result delivery
with modest network overhead.

(2) Task Distribution: Once a node joins the resource provider network as a child node to offer its
own computation resource for the HN node, its parent node (either HN or stem PN) distributes some
parts of unit tasks. The parent node calculates the suitable number of jobs (unit tasks) to allocate to the
node considering the maximum workload that the node can contribute in terms of computation power
and timely result delivery.

(3) Reconfiguration: In case that the already allocated tasks cannot be performed, or a child PN
node is lost in connection, a reconfiguration process is performed to prevent its following service
abruption. We design a reconfiguration stage to refresh the resource provider network by finding a
new parent or a new child, or by redistributing the interrupted unit tasks to other PNs.

These three stages can concurrently make progress until the complete computation results arrive
at the HN node, or the given time limit is reached.

4. Network Formation

We consider a scenario in which a computation resource can be acquired by other adjacent
devices to handle a time-limited task in an infrastructure-less fog network environment. The goal is to
construct a stable resource provider network that can gather sufficient computation resources from its
participating nodes considering volatile network connectivity in an on-demand basis.
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To classify stable nodes into stem PN nodes and volatile nodes into leaf PN nodes, we observe the
dynamics of link quality from a node to its neighboring nodes. We adopt a bi-directional link quality
estimator based on packet reception rate (PRR) and apply the exponential weighted moving average
(EWMA) [29] to capture both short-term and long-term link variations as follows:

Qt(i, j) = PRRi→j × PRRj→i, (1a)

LQt(i, j) = α ·Qt(i, j) + (1− α) · LQt−1(i, j), (1b)

where Qt(i, j) is a bi-directional end-to-end delivery rate, and the expected number of end-to-end
transmissions (ETX) is defined as 1/Qt(i, j). We primarily use LQt(i, j), which is the net link
quality measure between node i and node j at time t considering its past link quality as well as
the current end-to-end link quality. The direct influence of temporary link quality change in Qt(i, j)
can be controlled by smoothing with its past link quality LQt−1(i, j) via a smoothing factor α, as in
Equation (1b).

Once we search resource provider nodes around the HN node in terms of requested resource,
individual processing power, and time limit, we identify stem PN nodes that can have child nodes
among resource provider nodes by using the above link quality-related criteria. In case the required
amount of resource is not fulfilled by the direct neighboring child nodes of the HN node, the stem PN
nodes among them recursively follow the resource provider search process.

4.1. Selecting Stem Provider Nodes

The stem provider node (PN) is defined as a core node of the resource provider network.
A parent node (either HN node or stem PN node) chooses a neighboring node that can maintain
connectivity-wise stable link connection to their surrounding neighboring nodes as a stem PN node.

We define a connection quality (CQ) measure as the average link variation over the certain number
of check trials with the check interval of TW at the center of node j as follows:

LQ_devt(j) =
∑NK

k=1(LQt(j, jk)− LQt−1(j, jk))
NK

, (2a)

CQ(j) =
∑

tNT
t=t1

LQ_devt(j)
NT

, (2b)

where node jk is a neighboring node of node j, NK is the total number of neighboring nodes of node j,
NT is the number of stability check trials, and TW = tm+1 − tm, where m = 1, . . . , NT − 1.

We adopt both criteria of link quality and connection quality to evaluate network stability toward
node j from its parent node i as follows:

LQt(i, j) ≥ TLQ, (3a)

CQt(j) ≥ TCQ, (3b)

where TLQ is the threshold for LQ measure, and TCQ is the threshold for CQ measure. If both LQt(i, j)
and CQt(j) satisfy their respective thresholds at the decision time t, then a child node j is promoted to
a stem PN node of the parent node i.

As in Figure 2, the procedure of stem provider node selection starts at an HN node or a stem PN
node. Once the link quality between itself and its neighboring node satisfies Equation (3a), then it asks
the connection quality information to the neighboring node.
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1. Receive request to 

calculate CQ 

2. Calculate CQ 3. Send CQ to parent & 

parent set node to stem

Figure 2. Sequence of connection quality calculation.

Once the neighboring node calculates the CQ measure after communicating with its neighbors,
it reports the measure back to its parent node. If the value satisfies Equation (3b), the neighboring
node is selected as a stem PN node.

4.2. Selecting Resource Provider Nodes

An HN node or a stem PN node send a network join request to its 1-hop neighboring nodes with
the given time limit information. There are two ways for an HN node or a stem PN node to find
resource provider nodes among its neighboring nodes depending on the type of its neighboring node:
(1) by directly asking a neighboring node with resource to join the source provider network as a leaf
PN node, and (2) by searching resource provider nodes as a stem PN node from its sub-tree nodes.

4.2.1. Network Join as Leaf PN

To invite a new node as a leaf PN node in the resource provider network, it is necessary to receive
the information about the number of unit tasks that can be processed and supported for the current
request from a leaf PN node candidate as in Figure 3. Since each device has different processing
capability that results from a distinct processor, memory, storage, and other workloads, the requesting
node sends a reference unit task so that a leaf PN candidate can measure the time elapsed for the
reference task. Based on the measured processing time, it calculates the maximum number of unit tasks
that the node can support and sends a response message to the sender with its affordable capability:

2 · td + Task j · tcl ≤ TaskDeadline, (4a)

1 ≤ Task j ≤ MaxStorage, (4b)

where nodes i and j are the sender and the receiver of a network join request, td is the network delay
between two nodes, and tcl is the unit task computation time at node j.

1. Send a network join 

request msg

2. Calculate 𝑇𝑎𝑠𝑘𝑖 3. Send a response msg

Figure 3. Sequence of network join request.
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The receiver node picks up the maximum number of unit tasks to support by satisfying the above
constraints and replies with it. Once the sender receives a response message with the computation
resource to support from the receiver node, it calculates the net resource affordability by reflecting the
link quality between two nodes:

TaskCapacityj = LQt(i, j) · Task j (5)

for child node j from the perspective of parent node i.
The HN node or the stem PN node calculates total resource affordability collected from the current

resource provider network. If the total resource estimate is beyond the requirement amount, it stops
finding other available provider nodes.

If a node receives several duplicate network join requests from other neighboring nodes, which
are its parent node candidates, it responds to the first request message and chooses the first sender
node as its parent node.

4.2.2. Resource Search Request at Stem PN

If the plan of gathering computation resource is not fulfilled by the 1-hop neighboring nodes of
the HN node, it requests its stem PN nodes to extend the resource provider network as a proxy with a
resource search request message.

If a stem PN node receives the request message, it sends a network join request message to its
neighboring nodes that are not a part of the resource provider network. The stem PN node waits until
all of the network join response messages arrive, or the maximum time limit is reached. It collects the
net resource affordability information from itself and its child nodes and reports it to its parent.

The procedure of the resource search request is illustrated in Figure 4.

1. Receive search request 

msg from parent

4. Receive response msg

2. Send join request msg

to connectable node

5. Summarize resource info

3. Wait until all response 

msg arrive

6. Send summarized info

to parent node

Figure 4. Sequence of resource search request.
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5. Task Distribution

Once a resource provider network is formed at an HN node or a stem PN node, it becomes
aware of all the connectivity-related and computation-related information (e.g., LQt(i, j), CQt(j),
TaskCapacityj) of its child nodes. Based on the resource information gathered from its own network, it
performs task distribution considering the computation capability status of itself and its child nodes.

5.1. Task Allocation Based on Resource Capability

Depending on whether a task is distributed to either a leaf PN node or a stem PN node, we classify
the distribution type into inner-cluster distribution to a leaf PN node and outer-cluster distribution to
a stem PN node, as illustrated in Figure 5. An HN node or a stem PN node check the task capacity and
distribute a suitable amount of tasks only to each sub-network cluster node. Thus, the complexity of
the task distribution algorithm leads to the complexity of O(n) per job distribution for n sub-network
cluster nodes.

We describe the task allocation procedure in Figure 6. In order for an HN node or a stem PN node
to distribute a number of unit tasks, Task_R to its child nodes, it allocates them among the remaining
number of tasks, Task_Tr(j), excluding the already-assigned tasks to a child node j, i.e., Task_A(j).

TaskAllocj =

⌊ TaskCapacityj

∑k TaskCapacityk
· Jt(i)

⌋
, (6)

where Jt(i) is the number of unit tasks that node i needs to allocate to its child node j at time t.

Host Node

Provider Node 

(Stem/Leaf)
/

Sub-Network 

Cluster

Inner-Cluster 

Distribution

Outer-Cluster 

Distribution

Figure 5. Resource provider network structure for task distribution.

Once the amount of task allocation is determined, the actual corresponding unit tasks are
distributed so that each child node can execute the allocated tasks, and the result is reported back to its
parent node.
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For each child node j in the 
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𝑇𝑎𝑠𝑘_𝑇𝑟(𝑗)
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𝑇𝑎𝑠𝑘_𝐴(𝑗) += 𝑇𝑎𝑠𝑘_𝑇𝑟(𝑗)
𝑇𝑎𝑠𝑘_𝑅 −= 𝑇𝑎𝑠𝑘_𝑇𝑟(𝑗)
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𝑇𝑎𝑠𝑘_𝑅 = # 𝑜𝑓 𝑇𝑎𝑠𝑘𝑠 remaining to allocate in node 𝑖

𝑇𝑎𝑠𝑘_𝐴(𝑗) = # 𝑜𝑓 𝐴𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑇𝑎𝑠𝑘𝑠 from node 𝑖 to node 𝑗

𝑇𝑎𝑠𝑘_𝑇𝑟(𝑗) = # 𝑜𝑓 𝑇𝑎𝑠𝑘𝑠 𝑡𝑜 𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑓𝑒𝑟 from node 𝑖 to node 𝑗

Figure 6. Flowchart of task distribution procedure.

5.2. Reconfiguration

In the case that the established link between a stem PN node and its child node becomes
disconnected, previously allocated tasks cannot be kept track of, and may be lost. To tackle
the uncertainty in the resource provider network, our scheme is accompanied with a following
reconfiguration process.

We use the net link quality measure LQi(i, j) at a parent node side and its child node
side, respectively.

First, if a parent node loses a connection with a child node or evaluates its link quality to not be
stable, it performs task redistribution. It re-finds other provider nodes to replace the lost child node so
that the previously allocated tasks to the lost node are allocated to newly discovered nodes.

Second, if a child node detects a connection loss with its parent node, it runs the new parent
search and re-connection procedure.
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Since the parent node or its child node proceeds with its own reconfiguration process for child
nodes within its 1-hope neighborhood, each algorithm proceeds with O(n) complexity for its respective
n child nodes.

5.2.1. Task Redistribution

If a parent node evaluates the link quality to its child node that does not satisfy the condition in
Equation (3a) (e.g., in case of highly mobile child nodes), it performs task redistribution as described
in Figure 7. The parent node finds a substitute child node that has the largest available tasks,
(# o f Available Tasks(j)) to process beyond its previous allocated tasks, in the inner cluster. It chooses
a child node with the highest value of (TaskCapacityj − TaskAllocj) and allocates the tasks that were
previously allocated to the lost child.

# 𝑜𝑓 𝐴𝑣𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 𝑇𝑎𝑠𝑘𝑠(𝑗) = 𝑇𝑎𝑠𝑘𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦𝑗 − 𝑇𝑎𝑠𝑘𝐴𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑗

For each child node j in the 

Connectable Child List

Start

End

Find the Connectable Child List 

for node i

Send # of Tasks to Redistribute(j) 

to node j

# of Tasks to Redistribute(j) =

min(# of Available Task(j)

, # of Lost Tasks)

# of Lost Tasks -= 

# of Tasks to Redistribute(j) 

𝑇𝑎𝑠𝑘𝐴𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑗 −=

# of Tasks to Redistribute(j)

True

False

Initialize # of Lost Tasks 

(for node i)

Find the child node j with the largest 

# of Available Tasks(j)

Calculate # of Available Tasks(j)

for all child nodes in Child List

# of Lost Tasks == 0

Figure 7. Flowchart of a task redistribution procedure.
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5.2.2. New Parent Node Selection

Second, if a child node detects a connection loss with its parent node by checking that the
corresponding link quality does not hold as in Equation (3a), it unpairs with its current parent node
and runs the new parent search and re-connection procedure.

As illustrated in Figure 8, the child node sends a network join request as a child to its neighboring
nodes. If all of its response messages arrive, it sorts out stem PN nodes. Among them, it re-establishes
its new parent connection with the one with the highest link quality. If none of the nodes are stem
PN nodes, a leaf PN node that has the highest link quality among the ones that have responded is
selected as a temporary leaf-to-leaf connection. The parent leaf PN node operates only some limited
functionality of delivering task results from the child leaf PN node toward the HN node.

1. Connection loss 

occurred

2. Send a request to 

join the network again

3. Receive response 

msgs

4. Choose a new parent 

node

5. Send a network join 

msg

Figure 8. Sequence of reconfiguration with an updated resource provider network by finding a new
parent node.

6. Evaluation

We validate our proposed architecture in a simulated network consisting of one host node and
20 edge devices, which are distributed over 300 m × 300 m as illustrated in Figure 9. To show the effect
of dynamic network environments, we run experiments under three different topology environments.
Before running our algorithm on these topologies, we show how different the node distribution in
simulation environments is between stationary and mobile nodes among 20 edge nodes with respect
to hop distance in Figure 10. As the topology goes from 1 to 3, a network becomes more dynamic
with a larger portion of mobile nodes. In Topology 1, all of the edge devices used in experiments are
stationary. As for Topology 2 and Topology 3, we increase the portion of mobile nodes, while keeping
the same total number of edge devices in experiments.
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Figure 9. Network topology of one host node and 20 edge devices over 300 m × 300 m, located in
a relative 2D Cartesian coordinate for simulation experiments, showing wireless links with packet
reception rate (PRR) ≥ 0.7.
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Figure 10. Three node topologies with different portions of mobile nodes with respect to hop distance
to a host node.

We assume that edge devices use a wireless radio interface of the short range radio like 802.11
or 802.15.4 under the fixed transmission power setting. To simulate wireless links among them,
a path-loss shadowing model is used with a path-loss exponent of 3.0, a reference loss of 46.6777 dB,
and an additive Gaussian noise of N(0, 32) in dB, which is one of the popular urban area parameter
settings [30]. We let each node establish its connection with a neighboring node through a reliable
link where its packet reception rate (PRR) is 0.7 or higher with the communication range of 60 m. The
speed of mobile nodes ranges from 0 to 2.2 m/s, which belongs to the human walking speed. All other
simulation environments and parameters are listed in Table 1.
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Table 1. Simulation environment and parameters.

Environment Value

Simulation Area 300 m × 300 m
# of Host Node 1
# of Edge Nodes 20
Communication Range 60 m
Speed of Mobile Nodes 0–2.2 m/s
NT 0–7
TW 1 s
TLQ 0.6
TCQ −0.01
TaskDeadline 60 s

We consider a data intensive application such that the collected data amount is huge, incurring
higher network bandwidth and latency in case of uploading to a remote server, while the computation
workload is close to around the level of an image compressor or electroencephalogram (EEG) game [31].
It is also assumed that each unit task has no inter-dependency. We simulate all of networking and
computation procedures in a fog computing and IoT network simulator, iFogSim simulator [32] under
a certain ordinary task environment as in Table 2 and a task deadline of 60 s, unless otherwise noted.
We conduct 20 simulation runs per experiment and report the average and the standard deviation
values. It is assumed that the computation power on the cloud side is 10 times more powerful
compared to edge devices.

Table 2. Task environment.

Environment Value

Input Task Size 1.5 MB
Output Task Size 25 KB
Network Packet Size 56 B
Task Computation Latency (Edge) 1 s
Task Computation Latency (Cloud) 0.1 s

We investigate network performance in terms of task completion rate and network overhead.
We quantify the task completion rate by counting how many tasks are successfully completed within a
distinct deadline. As for network overhead, we use the Network Usage metric provided by iFogSim,
which is the measure of message size by network delay in the (byte · second) unit basis.

We compare our algorithm under three different network topologies against a simple tree-based
resource provider network [33] and a cloud-based computation. The tree-based resource provider
network is formed purely based on the parent-to-child link establishment, without using a concept of
stem or leaf node. Regarding the cloud-based service, a Wi-Fi gateway and ISP gateway are configured
to be connected to a host node. Some empirical network latency setting [32] is used in experiments
according to random selection per experiment within those ranges as in Table 3.

Table 3. Network latency.

Source Destination Latency

Edge Node Edge Node 2–4 ms
Edge Node Cloud Datacenter 106–108 ms
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To achieve the feasibility of experimental results, we design experiments such that network
performance of our algorithm is validated under various environmental factors: node mobility and
interference level by varying task intensity and task deadline. While comparing against traditional
approaches, we show how effectively our algorithm reacts to resource scarcity and instability due to
mobility by dynamically accommodating necessary resources from the connected fog device pool.

6.1. Effects of Parameter and Topology

To find out a suitable operation environment, we investigate how the connection quality measure
should consider dynamic link variations. As Figure 11 shows, we vary the number of CQ calculation
trials, NT from 0 to 7 where their consecutive interval, TW is 1 second. As for all topology cases,
increasing NT up to 3 leads to the highest task completion rate, whereas the rate beyond 3 starts
slightly decreasing. This means that, across a stable stationary network and even a dynamic network
with mobile nodes, checking connection quality with a certain window of 4 seconds (i.e., NT + 1) is
an essential step to choose suitable stem PN nodes out of neighboring nodes. Beyond three trials,
the connection checking procedure may be considered as a critical burden that affects a given task
completion deadline. Thus, this rather degrades the task completion rate to some degree. In preceding
experiments, NT = 3 is used.
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Figure 11. Task completion rate with respect to connection quality (CQ) calculation trials where the
number of tasks is 140.

To examine how task intensity affects network performance, we measure task completion rate
and network usage with respect to total number of tasks. Under all three topology environments,
our algorithm achieves the high task completion rate above 90% in the range of 60–160 tasks as in
Figure 12a. However, beyond that task range, such as 180 and 200 tasks, the task completion rate
starts being reduced down under 80% due to lack of available computation resources in the network
topology. As for network overhead, the control overhead increases up to some point and saturates
as the total number of tasks does. The network overhead under Topology 3 is higher than other
topologies since more dynamic link variation and its resulting reconfiguration may have occurred
more frequently.
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(a) Task completion rate with respect to task intensity
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Figure 12. Performance in three different node topologies with respect to task intensity.

To identify the degree of fog node involvement with respect to computational needs for a host
node, we quantify the number of participating fog nodes to complete a given task by varying the
task intensity as in Figure 13. As the total number of tasks increases, our algorithm dynamically and
progressively accommodates more fog devices to meet the offloading computation requirement in all
three environments. This implies that our work reacts to the scarcity of computing resource at the
device side by making fog nodes participate in the network side.
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(a) Topology 1
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(b) Topology 2
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(c) Topology 3

Figure 13. Fog node participation rate with respect to task intensity in three different node topologies.

While keeping the same task intensity, we investigate the effect of task completion deadline on
task completion rate. As we vary the deadline from 10 s to 60 s in Figure 14, our algorithm successfully
puts most of the given tasks from 20 s and above by letting more edge devices be engaged with the
offloading. As the deadline gets relaxed at 40 s, our algorithm effectively utilizes the time margin,
while reducing the number of participating nodes for offloading. This means that our offloading
scheme finds a good balance between time and resources, while achieving the high completion rate of
90% and above.
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Figure 14. Task completion rate and node participation rate with respect to task deadline where the
number of tasks is 120 in Topology 3.

We also investigate how the exterior wireless interference affects resource network formation and
task completion performance. By varying the noise deviation n as in the additive White Gaussian noise
N(0, n2) in the path-loss shadowing model, we count the number of parent changes in the resource
network, and measure task completion rate and node participation rate in Figure 15. As Figure 15a
shows, more frequent parent changes in the resource provider network are observed. Its resulting task
completion performance, on the other hand, does not degrade much: by extending the range of fog
device pool, our algorithm successfully manages network instability for achieving a high level of task
completion performance as in Figure 15b.
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(a) Cumulative node distribution with respect
to parent changes
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(b) Node participation rate and task completion

Figure 15. Performance under different interference levels with the Gaussian noise of N(0, n2) in dB
where the number of tasks is 120 in Topology 3.

6.2. Performance Comparison

We compare the task computation performance with a counterpart algorithm that uses a naive
tree structure, but keeps its following same reconfiguration to examine how our network formation
criteria affect the performance. The naive yet effective tree algorithm like broadcast tree [33] forms a
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parent-to-child relationship based on a parent’s broadcast connection timing without considering link
stability and mobility variations of child nodes. We quantify task completion rate separately for before
and after reconfiguration.

As Figure 16a shows, under relatively dynamic network environments such as Topologies 2 and 3,
our network formation outperforms the naive tree-based algorithm in terms of net task completion rate.
It is interesting to see the result that the performance based on the naive tree before reconfiguration
is mediocre or low in dynamic environments where more frequent parent re-selection is needed
(in Figure 16c,d), but it has significantly been improved thanks to our reconfiguration process.
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(c) Topology 2
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(d) Topology 3

Figure 16. Effect of reconfiguration on our algorithm and naive tree-based algorithm and cumulative
node distribution with respect to parent changes at each topology.

We show dynamic computation performance of our algorithm and the naive tree-based algorithm
over time in Figure 17. As the running time passes, both algorithms try to manage their computation by
distributing the given tasks to edge devices. Our algorithm accomplishes the goal of task completion
within deadlines more quickly based on the more effective stem-leaf PN node-based tree structure in
Figure 17a. As for network overhead in terms of control and data, both network overheads with our
algorithm are lower than the naive tree-based algorithm as in Figure 17b–d. It should be noted that
the network overhead for task redistribution is very low compared to the normal control signalling
overhead for constructing a resource provider network and managing task distribution. This implies
that, by investing some minimal network cost for reconfiguration, an even higher task completion rate
can effectively be achieved (as shown in Figure 16a).
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(b) Network overhead for control except reconfiguration over time
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(c) Network overhead for control of reconfiguration over time
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Figure 17. Dynamic computation performance for our algorithm and a naive tree-based algorithm over
time until the deadline where the number of tasks is 120 in Topology 3.

Lastly, we compare our algorithm against a cloud-based computation where a required task is
delivered from a host node towards a cloud server through a Wi-Fi gateway and ISP gateway, and
its computed result at the cloud is delivered to the host. If we are allowed to use stationary edge
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devices with the highest stability in networks, the overall task completion time of both approaches
is within the deadline, whereas our algorithm significantly reduces its required network overhead
with a factor of up to 4.6, compared to the cloud-based computation as in Figure 18. As the stability
of nodes degrades, the task completion time and the network overhead increase. The performance
between ours in Topology 3 and Cloud is almost similar: even under an unstable network environment
consisting of mobile nodes of 40%, our algorithm effectively turns nearby edge devices into available
common computation resources, making computation performance almost indistinguishable in a
distributed manner.
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Figure 18. Distributed computation offloading vs. centralized cloud-based computation under 160
tasks and a 60 s deadline.

7. Conclusions

We have presented an on-demand distributed computation offloading framework in a dynamic
fog network environment. Our approach designs an efficient yet reliable resource provider network
by soliciting from nearby edge devices and a task allocation algorithm on top of it in a progressive
manner. To make the architecture resilient to computation losses due to link volatility from wireless and
node mobility, our work has embedded a following task redistribution phase so that some additional
resources can be solicited flexibly and quickly. The proposed computation offloading architecture
achieves high task completion rate within a designated computation deadline, while reducing a huge
amount of network overhead.

We have validated our algorithm based on simulation experiments in the iFogSim environment
under various network settings, compared to counterpart algorithms including traditional
cloud-based computation.

For future work, it would be interesting to implement our proposed architecture on real-world
edge devices so that they learn and execute deep neural networks in a distributed collaborative fashion.
In addition, designing an energy-aware offloading algorithm considering limited energy availability
and node loss due to the energy shortage would make the framework more feasible in real-world
scenarios. Once the energy aspect is considered, we may extend to mid range and wide range wireless
interfaces such as 5G considering various aspects of transmission power and data rate control beyond
a relatively short range wireless under a fixed transmission power considered in this paper.

The current work focuses on a single end-user that wants to offload computation tasks with
somewhat not-too-high computing intensity. It would be possible to take a hybrid approach by mixing
local edge computing resources with cloud computing resources depending on the degree of task
intensity and the type of multi-user application.
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